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Out there, beyond fields of floating rock encrusted with ice,
beyond seas of heavy darkness and surging clouds of hydrogen,
an old sun smolders like a cracked, rusted lantern hung beside a drawbridge.
There, in the dust of dead stars, a whispered world stares at the old sun from across
the vacuum, catches its gaze and doesn’t let go. “Goldilocks,” they call that world,
neither too hot nor too cold, neither too big nor too small, but just right.
And I wonder if we’ll ever tread on its surface and hear the soft crunch of dirt
beneath our feet, if we’ll ever feel the red glow of another sunshine on our skin,
if we’ll ever breathe an air so fresh and cool we’d swear it was water.
What might we find there? Maybe we’ll gather atop a cliff and see an ocean
with white-capped waves gently rolling toward black sand, or a mile-wide 
gauntlet of ice gripping the horizon. Or maybe, beneath a canopy of rustling leaves,
we’ll stumble upon crumbling ruins, where voices so much like our own once rang.
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